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Abstract

Microsaccades have a steady rate of occurrence during maintained gaze fixation, which gets transiently modulated by abrupt
sensory stimuli. Such modulation, characterized by a rapid reduction in microsaccade frequency followed by a stronger rebound
phase of high microsaccade rate, is often described as the microsaccadic rate signature, owing to its stereotyped nature. Here,
we investigated the impacts of stimulus polarity (luminance increments or luminance decrements relative to background lumi-
nance) and size on the microsaccadic rate signature. We presented brief, behaviorally irrelevant visual flashes consisting of large
or small, white or black stimuli over an otherwise gray image background. Both large and small stimuli caused robust early
microsaccadic inhibition, but postinhibition microsaccade rate rebound was significantly delayed and weakened for large stimuli
when compared with small ones. Critically, small black stimuli were associated with stronger modulations in the microsaccade
rate signature than small white stimuli, particularly in the postinhibition rebound phase, and black stimuli also amplified the inci-
dence of early stimulus-directed microsaccades. Our results demonstrate that the microsaccadic rate signature is sensitive to
stimulus size and polarity, and they point to dissociable neural mechanisms underlying early microsaccadic inhibition after stimu-
lus onset and later microsaccadic rate rebound at longer times thereafter. These results also demonstrate early access of oculo-
motor control circuitry to diverse sensory representations, particularly for momentarily inhibiting saccade generation with short
latencies.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY Microsaccade rate is transiently reduced after sudden stimulus onsets, and then strongly rebounds
before returning to baseline. We explored the influence of stimulus polarity (black vs. white) and size on this “rate signature.”
Large stimuli caused more muted microsaccadic rebound than small ones, and microsaccadic rebound was also differentially
affected by black versus white stimuli, particularly with small stimuli. These results suggest dissociated neural mechanisms for
microsaccadic inhibition and rebound in the microsaccadic rate signature.

cueing; fixational eye movements; microsaccades; on and off responses; saccadic inhibition

INTRODUCTION

Microsaccades occur occasionally during steady-state
gaze fixation. When an unexpected stimulus onset occurs
under such steady-state conditions, as is the case in a variety
of behavioral experiments requiring maintained fixation (1),
stereotyped changes in microsaccade likelihood (and other
properties) take place. Specifically, microsaccade likelihood,
or rate per second, abruptly decreases shortly after stimulus
onset, remains near zero for a brief period of time, and then

momentarily rebounds to higher rates than before stimulus
onset (2–11). This pattern has been termed the “microsacca-
dic rate signature” (4, 5, 8, 12, 13), owing to its highly repeat-
able nature across paradigms, and it is also related to the
more general phenomenon of saccadic inhibition (14–21).

The neural mechanisms behind the microsaccadic rate
signature, and saccadic inhibition in general, are still being
investigated. Neurophysiological perturbation studies in the
superior colliculus (SC), frontal eye fields (FEF), and primary
visual cortex (V1) provide initial informative steps toward
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clarifying these mechanisms. First, using a paradigm involv-
ing peripheral stimulus onsets, Hafed et al. (22) demon-
strated that monkeys exhibit the same microsaccadic rate
signature as humans. These effects persisted even after thou-
sands of trials performed by the same animals in the same
tasks, confirming the systematic nature of the effects. These
authors then exploited the observation that monkeys exhibit
the same phenomenon as humans to perform invasive neu-
rophysiology; they reversibly inactivated portions of the SC
topographic map representing the locations of the appearing
peripheral stimuli (23). The microsaccadic rate signature was
virtually unaltered, whereas microsaccade directions were
significantly redistributed (23), consistent with a dissociation
between the rate signature and stimulus-induced microsac-
cade direction oscillations (3, 5, 24). In follow-up work, Peel
et al. (7) extended these results by reversibly inactivating the
FEF. They found that the early inhibition was again unal-
tered, but, critically, the rebound phase of the microsaccadic
rate signature was affected; there were fewer postinhibition
microsaccades than without FEF inactivation. In V1, prelimi-
nary results show that lesions affected microsaccades, but
the early inhibition after stimulus onset still appeared to be
present (25). Together with computational modeling (5, 24),
all of these initial results suggest that there may be different
components associated with the rate signature (e.g., inhibi-
tion vs. rebound) that are mediated by distinct neural cir-
cuits; the early inhibition is clearly distinct from the later
rebound that seems to particularly require frontal cortical
control.

That said, the microsaccadic rate signature in its entirety
must still be related to early sensory responses, as the inhibi-
tion phase starts with very short latencies from stimulus
onset (�60–70ms in monkeys) (9, 22, 26). It is, therefore,
worthwhile to explore the effects of stimulus properties on
subsequent microsaccadic modulations. For example, Rolfs
et al. (8, 11) investigated the impacts of luminance and color
contrast, as well as auditory stimulation, onmicrosaccadic in-
hibition. Similarly, contrast sensitivity was related to the
microsaccadic rate signature in other recent studies (2, 13). In
all of these investigations, the general finding was that the
strength of both inhibition and subsequent rebound increases
with increasing stimulus strength. This suggests that expected
sensory neuron properties (e.g., increased neural activity with
increased stimulus contrast) must act rapidly on the oculomo-
tor system to mediate inhibition and, potentially, also influ-
ence subsequent rate rebounds. Interestingly, the path to
these primarily “sensory” studies was only possible through
earlier investigations of the links between microsaccades and
cognitive processes of attention (4, 27). In that regard, it was
the work of Laubrock et al. (6) that helped to jumpstart look-
ing at the impacts of exogenous and endogenous attentional
cues on microsaccade rate and how such rate might be disso-
ciated from the time course of microsaccade directions. The
net result is, as alluded to earlier, a class ofmodels incorporat-
ing both sensory and top-down signals in explaining the tem-
poral dynamics of microsaccades after a variety of sensory
and cognitive events (5, 24, 28, 29).

Here, we add to the existing descriptive studies about the
microsaccadic rate signature by documenting new evidence
that visual stimulus polarity matters. We presented localized
as well as diffuse visual flashes that were either white or

black, relative to an otherwise gray background. We found
that black localized stimuli were particularly effective in
modulating the microsaccadic rate signature when com-
pared with white stimuli, especially in the rebound phase,
even when the white stimuli had higher contrast relative to
the background. Besides helping to clarify the properties of
sensory pathways affecting the microsaccadic rate signature,
our results are additionally important because of the above-
mentioned links to spatial attention shifts (1, 4, 9, 24, 27, 30,
31). Despite accumulated evidence on differential effects of
stimulus contrast on both so-called facilitatory and inhibi-
tory cueing effects and on reaction times in general (32–35),
the question of whether and to what extent stimulus polarity
itself affects cueing effects has, to our knowledge, not been
explicitly addressed. Because microsaccades can potentially
play an integral role in cognitive processes such as covert
attention (1, 9, 24, 27, 30, 31), we believe that knowing more
about the stimulus conditions (and pathways) that might
maximize or minimize the likelihood of microsaccades in a
given paradigm would be useful in cognitive and systems
neuroscience in general.

METHODS

Ethics Approvals

All monkey experiments were approved by ethics commit-
tees at the Regierungspr€asidium T€ubingen. The experiments
were in line with the European Union directives and the
German laws governing animal research.

Laboratory Setups

Monkey experiments were performed in the same labora-
tory environment as that described recently (26, 36, 37). For
one monkey’s data, the display system was updated to a
newer, faster, and brighter device, as detailed in the next para-
graph. Also, a subset of the data (from the full-screen flash
condition described in Monkey Behavioral Tasks, and only
frommonkeys M and A) were analyzed in brief in Malevich et
al. (26), to compare the timing of microsaccadic inhibition to
the novel ocular position drift phenomenon described in that
study. However, the present study describes new analyses
and comparisons to different stimulus conditions that are not
reported on in the previous study.

For two monkeys (M and A), stimuli were presented on a
cathode-ray-tube (CRT) display running at 120Hz refresh
rate. The display was c-corrected (linearized) and the stimuli
were grayscale. For monkey F, the display was updated to a
high-speed LCD device running at 138Hz (AOC AG273QX
2700). Background and stimulus luminance values are
described in the Monkey Behavioral Tasks section. Stimulus
control was achieved using the Psychophysics Toolbox (38–
40). The toolbox received display update commands from a
controller device and it sent back confirmation of display
updates. The controller device consisted of a real-time com-
puter from National Instruments, controlling all aspects of
data acquisition (including digitization of eye-position sig-
nals) and reward of the animals (in addition to display con-
trol). The real-time computer communicated with the
Psychophysics Toolbox, using direct Ethernet connections
and universal data packet (UDP) protocols (41).
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Animal Preparation

We collected behavioral data from three adult, male rhe-
sus macaques (Macaca Mulatta). Monkeys M and A (aged
7yr and weighing 9–10kg) were implanted with a scleral
search coil in one eye to allow measuring eye movements
(sampled at 1 KHz), using the electromagnetic induction
technique (42, 43). For monkey F (aged 11yr and weighing
14kg), we detected microsaccades from eye movement sam-
ples recorded by a video-based eye tracker (EyeLink1000;
desktop mount; 1 KHz sampling rate). The monkeys were
also implanted with a head holder to stabilize their head dur-
ing the experiments, with details on all implant surgeries
provided earlier (37, 41). The monkeys were part of a larger
neurophysiology project beyond the scope of the current
manuscript.

Monkey Behavioral Tasks

For monkeys M and A, fixation was maintained on a small
square spot of �5 � 5min arc dimensions. The spot was
white (86 cd/m2) and drawn over a uniform gray background
(29.7 cd/m2) in the rest of the display. The display subtended
approximately ±15� horizontally and ±11� vertically relative
to central fixation, and the rest of the laboratory setup
beyond the display was dark. For monkey F, the newer LCD
display subtended approximately ±22� horizontally and ±13�

vertically, and the gray background had a luminance of
36.5 cd/m2. The white fixation spot was 11� 12min arc in size
and its luminance was 132.5 cd/m2. After �550–1,800ms of
initial fixation, a single-frame (�8ms for monkeys M and A
and �7ms for monkey F) flash occurred to modulate the
microsaccadic rate signature. In different conditions, the
flash could be either a full-screen flash, for which monkey M
and A microsaccades were only partially analyzed in
Malevich et al. (26), or a localized flash (not previously ana-
lyzed in all three monkeys). The latter was a square of 1 � 1�

dimensions centered on either 2.1� to the right or left of the
fixation spot. On randomly interleaved control trials, the
flash was sham (i.e., no flash was presented) and nothing
happened on the display until trial end. Each session, there-
fore, had four equally likely conditions: control, small flash
to the right, small flash to the left, or full-screen flash.
Approximately 100–1,400ms after flash onset, the fixation
spot disappeared, and the monkeys were rewarded for main-
taining gaze fixation at the fixation spot throughout the trial.
Note that this paradigm is the fixation variant of the para-
digm that we used earlier during smooth pursuit eye move-
ments generated by the same monkeys (36). Also note that
the equal likelihood of all four conditions across trials
(e.g., see Fig. 1 in RESULTS) means that our observations of
differential effects of the different flash types on microsac-
cadic rate modulations are unlikely to reflect known odd-
ball effects (10).

In one block of sessions, the stimuli used could be white
flashes of the same luminance as the fixation spot (5,167 tri-
als analyzed from monkey M, 3,104 trials analyzed from
monkey A, and 2,196 trials frommonkey F). In another block,
the stimuli were all black flashes, but the fixation spot was
still white (1,513 trials analyzed from monkey M, 1,818 trials
analyzed from monkey A, and 2,215 trials from monkey F).
Because we hypothesized that black flashes would have

stronger influences, in general, than white flashes, moti-
vated by earlier evidence in visual perception studies (44–
46), we aimed to ensure that such stronger influences would
be independent of stimulus contrast relative to the back-
ground. That is, because stimulus contrast can affect the
microsaccadic rate signature (as detailed in INTRODUCTION),
we avoided a potential confound of stimulus contrast by
having our background gray luminance level being closer to
black than to white. Thus, relative to the background lumi-
nance, the contrast of black flashes was lower than that of
white flashes. Yet, as we report in RESULTS, black flashes often
still had significantly stronger impacts on the microsaccadic
rate signature, especially with the localized stimuli.

Behavioral Analyses

We detected microsaccades using established methods
reported elsewhere (41, 47). Both methods rely on a mathe-
matical differential (i.e., speed) or more (i.e., acceleration) of
the digitized eye position signals acquired by our systems,
with specific parameters for the classification of saccadic
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Figure 1. Microsaccadic modulations after brief, behaviorally irrelevant
flashes. A and B: each row of dots is a trial, and each dot is the time of a
microsaccade onset in the trial. The shown trials were all from monkey M
with a white localized flash to the left (A) or right (B) of fixation. Also, the tri-
als were sorted by increasing duration from bottom to top; therefore
blanks near the bottom of the raster merely indicate that trials had ended
and we stopped measuring microsaccades (METHODS). As can be seen,
there was robust microsaccadic inhibition shortly after flash onset, fol-
lowed by a strong rebound. C: similar analyses for the same monkey but
now when diffuse, full-screen flashes were presented. Similar microsacca-
dic inhibition occurred, but the rebound in microsaccade incidence after
the inhibition was weaker than with the localized flashes. D: microsac-
cades in a control condition (sham flashes; METHODS) were unmodulated.
In all panels, the continuous curve shows the estimate of microsaccade
rate (movements per second) from the underlying microsaccade rasters,
as described in METHODS. Trial numbers per condition are also indicated in
each panel.
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events depending on the specific signal noise levels in the
digitized signals. Wemanually inspected each trial to correct
for false alarms or misses by the automatic algorithms,
which were rare. We also marked blinks or noise artifacts for
later removal. In scleral eye coil data, blinks are easily dis-
cernible due to well-known blink-associated changes in eye
position. In video-based eye tracking data, blinks occlude
the tracked pupil and corneal reflection, resulting in no
measurements.

We estimated microsaccade rate as a function of time
from stimulus onset, using similar procedures to those we
used earlier (3, 22, 26). Briefly, for any time window of 50-ms
duration and in any one trial, we counted how many micro-
saccades occurred within this window (typically 0 or 1). This
gave us an estimate of instantaneous rate within such a win-
dow (i.e., expected number of microsaccades per rectangular
time window, divided by 50-ms window duration). We then
moved this rectangular window in steps of 5ms to obtain
full time courses. The mean microsaccade rate curve
across all trials of a given condition was then obtained by
averaging the individual trial rate curves, and we obtained
the standard error of the mean as an estimate of the dis-
persion of the across-trial measurements. Since some tri-
als ended before 500ms after flash onset (see Monkey
Behavioral Tasks), the across-trial average and standard
error estimates that we obtained for any given time bin
were restricted to only those individual trials that had
data in this time bin; this was a majority of trials anyway
(e.g., see Fig. 1). Also, because of the window duration and
step size, the time courses were effectively low-pass fil-
tered (smoothed) estimates of microsaccade rate (48);
that is, the method is effectively a moving average with a
rectangular window. This kind of smoothing is inevitable
when converting a discrete point process (microsac-
cade onset times) into a rate estimate (8). We did not ana-
lyze potential higher frequency oscillations in microsaccade
rate time courses. These tend to come later after the rebound
phase anyway (24). We also confirmed that prestimulus base-
line microsaccade rate in a given monkey was similar in the
separate blocks of white and black flashes, therefore allowing
us to compare and contrast polarity effects on the rate signa-
ture after flash onsets.

With localized flashes, we also considered microsaccade
rate time courses independently for specific subsets of
microsaccade directions. We specifically considered micro-
saccades that were either congruent or incongruent with
flash location (meaning that we pooled right-flash and left-
flash conditions together for these analyses). Congruent
microsaccades were defined as those movements with a hor-
izontal component in the direction of the flash. Incongruent
microsaccades were defined as movements with a horizontal
component opposite the flash location. Our past work shows
that this categorization based on only the horizontal compo-
nent of microsaccades is sufficient, especially since micro-
saccade vector directions after localized flashes are anyway
highly systematically associated with the flash direction (5,
9). In related analyses, we also plotted direction distributions
independently of microsaccade rate. Here, for every time bin
relative to stimulus onset, we calculated the fraction of
microsaccades occurring within this time bin that were con-
gruent with flash location. This gave us a time course of

direction distributions for all microsaccades that did occur
(whether during the inhibition or rebound phases of the
microsaccadic rate signature).

Statistical Analyses

All figures show error bars, which encompassed the stand-
ard error bounds around any given curve. The figure legends
explain themeaning of the shown error bars.

To statistically test the difference in the microsaccadic rate
signature between conditions, we used nonparametric permu-
tation tests with cluster-based correction for multiple compari-
sons (49), as we also described in detail in Bellet et al. and
Idrees et al. (48, 50). First, for each time point (a bin) within an
interval from �100ms till þ 500ms relative to stimulus onset,
we compared two given conditions (e.g., localized vs. full-
screen flashes) by calculating the mean difference in their
microsaccade rate. To obtain the null experimental distribu-
tion, we collected the trials from both conditions into a single
set and, while maintaining the initial ratio of numbers of trials
in each of the conditions, we randomly permuted their labels;
we repeated this procedure 1,000 times and recalculated the
test statistic (i.e., the difference in rate curves between the two
conditions) on each iteration. Second, we selected the bins of
the original data whose test statistics were either below the
2.5th percentile or above the 97.5th percentile of the permuta-
tion distribution (i.e., significant within the 95% confidence
level). For adjacent time bins having significant differences (i.
e., for clusters of significance), we classified them into negative
and positive clusters based on the sign of the difference in rate
curves between the two conditions (i.e., clusters had either a
negative or positive difference between the two compared
microsaccade rate curves). We also repeated this procedure for
each random permutation iteration by testing it against all
other 999 random permutation iterations. This latter step gave
us potential clusters of significance (positive or negative) that
could arise by chance in the random permutations. Third, for
both the observed and permuted data, we calculated the clus-
ter-level summary statistic; this was defined as the sum of all
absolute mean differences in any given potentially “signifi-
cant” cluster. After that, we computed the Monte Carlo P val-
ues of the original data’s clusters by assessing the probability
of getting clusters with larger or equal cluster-level statistics
under the null distribution (i.e., by taking the count of null
data clusters with test statistics equal to or larger than the test
statistic of any given original data cluster and dividing this
count by the number of permutations that we used). Note
that these P values were essentially just counts of which clus-
ters were consistent with the null distribution. Therefore, a P
value of 0 reported in RESULTS indicates that none of the clus-
ters of the null distribution had larger or equal cluster-level
statistics than the real experimental data.

When testing either the localized or full-screen flash con-
ditions against the control condition, the test was two-sided
(i.e., looking for either positive or negative clusters) to avoid
mutual masking of the expected inhibition and rebound
effects. In this case, positive and negative clusters (i.e., clus-
ters with positive and negative mean rate differences,
respectively) in the experimental data were compared with
positive and negative clusters in the permuted data, respec-
tively; the clusters whose P values exceeded the critical a
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level of 0.025 were considered as significant. All other com-
parisons were done with a one-tailed test, whereby the clus-
ters were compared in their absolute value regardless of
their sign; the critical a level was set to 0.05 in this case.

When comparing magnitudes of the effects in different
phases of the microsaccadic rate signature across conditions,
we ran additional nonparametric permutation tests on the
differences in minimum microsaccade rates during the inhi-
bition phase or differences in peak microsaccade rates in the
rebound phase, as well as in their latencies. To that end,
based on the observations in each monkey, we predefined
time intervals of interest for both microsaccadic inhibition
(e.g., 70–180ms after stimulus onset in all monkeys) and
postinhibition (e.g., 180–340ms after stimulus onset) peri-
ods. For each experimental condition, we computed the
mean microsaccade rate within such a predefined interval
and found its extreme value (i.e., the minimummean inhibi-
tion rate or the maximum mean rebound rate) and its la-
tency relative to stimulus onset. Then, we calculated the
difference in these values between two given conditions. To
obtain the null experimental distribution, we did the same
procedure as described earlier in this section: we collected
the trials from both conditions into a single data set and ran-
domly permuted their labels, while keeping the initial ratio
of the numbers of trials across conditions. We repeated this
procedure 1,000 times and, on each iteration, we recalcu-
lated the test statistics (i.e., the differences between the rate
values and their latencies, when applicable). Finally, we
computed the Monte Carlo P values of the observed experi-
mental differences by assessing the probability of getting the
null-hypothesis test values at least as extreme as the
observed experimental values. Significance was classified
based on a critical a level of 0.05. This procedure also helped
us to ensure that we did not miss any effect with the cluster-
based permutation analyses due to different temporal dy-
namics of the inhibition and postinhibition phases of the
microsaccadic rate signature across conditions.

To assess the effect of stimulus polarity on microsaccade
directionality irrespective of the microsaccade rate, we com-
pared the fractions of congruent microsaccades (i.e., the sum
of microsaccades toward the flash divided by the sum of all
microsaccades that occurred in a given time bin) over time
between the black and white localized flashes. For this pur-
pose, we used a bootstrapping procedure to obtain the esti-
mates of their dispersion. In particular, we randomly
resampled our data with replacement 1,000 times and com-
puted the fraction of congruent microsaccades for each sam-
ple. The central tendency measure and the estimate of its
standard error were retrieved by calculating the mean and
standard deviation of the bootstrap distribution.

Finally, when comparing fractions of congruent microsac-
cades across conditions, we complemented the data visualiza-
tion in the figures withmicrosaccade frequency histograms as
a function of time, with bin widths of 24ms and normalized
with respect to the total number of trials in a given condition.
This was done to provide an easier visual comparison
between direction effects and microsaccade rate. Such histo-
grams are shown at the bottom of each panel in the corre-
sponding figures; their scales are arbitrary with respect to the
y-axis but kept proportional across conditions within a given
monkey.

Note that in all figures, we displayed individual monkey
results separately. However, we also always added panels
showing grand average data from all trials of all monkeys
combined together. This allowed us to visualize which
effects were most consistent across all three monkeys, and it
was also justified by the overall approximate similarity of
trial numbers across the animals. However, as just stated, all
statistical tests were always performed only on a per-monkey
basis.

Data Availability

All saccade data arrays presented in this paper are avail-
able on https://osf.io/psd8t/files/.

RESULTS
We documented the properties of the microsaccadic rate

signature in three rhesus macaque monkeys as a function of
either visual stimulus size—diffuse (full-screen flash condi-
tion) versus localized (localized flash condition)—or visual
stimulus polarity—white versus black. Our full-screen flash
condition created a diffuse stimulus over an extended range
of the visual environment (approximately ±15� horizontally
and ±11� vertically for monkeys M and A; and approximately
±22� horizontally and ±13� vertically for monkey F). On the
other hand, our localized flash was much smaller (1 � 1� cen-
tered at 2.1 � eccentricity). Both kinds of flashes were pre-
sented for only one display frame (�8ms for monkeys M and
A and �7ms for monkey F) over a uniform gray background
filling the display (METHODS), and they were both completely
irrelevant to behavior (the task was just tomaintain fixation);
the rest of the laboratory was dark.

Microsaccadic Inhibition is Largely Similar for Diffuse
and Localized Visual Flashes, but Microsaccadic
Rebound is Significantly Weaker for Diffuse Flashes

Figure 1 shows example raw rasters of microsaccade onset
times across trials from one monkey (M) when a white flash
was presented. In the figure, trials from either localized (Fig.
1, A and B) or diffuse (Fig. 1C) flashes were grouped together
for easier visibility, but they were randomly interleaved in
the experiments. Control trials without any flashes were also
collected (Fig. 1D). The overlaid continuous curves show our
conversion of the discrete microsaccade onset times into
microsaccade rate estimates for the different conditions
(METHODS). As can be seen, both localized and diffuse flashes
caused robust inhibition of microsaccades with a short la-
tency. After the inhibition, microsaccades started to occur
again �140–160ms after flash onset, but there were differen-
ces as a function of flash size. We summarize characteristics
inferred from these raw observations in the text and analyses
that follow, and across all conditions and all monkeys.

We first asked whether microsaccadic inhibition would
systematically occur for both localized and diffuse flashes,
and whether it would exhibit different properties across
them. For example, if microsaccadic inhibition is a function
of sensory neuron properties (as alluded to in INTRODUCTION),
then could surround suppression effects (51, 52) associated
with large, diffuse stimuli weaken or delay the occurrence of
microsaccadic inhibition? If so, then this would implicate
specific sensory areas, which are particularly sensitive to
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surround suppression effects, in contributing to the inhibi-
tion phase of the microsaccadic rate signature.

We plotted microsaccade rate as a function of time from
stimulus onset for either diffuse or localized flashes
(METHODS). Figure 2A shows results with a localized white
flash in monkey M, and Fig. 2B shows results with a diffuse
(full-screen) white flash in the same monkey. In each panel,
the gray curve shows microsaccade rate in the control condi-
tion in which no stimulus flash was presented (the two gray
curves in the two panels are therefore identical). The red and
blue horizontal bars on the x-axis of each plot show the sig-
nificant clusters of time in which microsaccade rate was
higher (red) or lower (blue) than in control (cluster-based

permutation tests; METHODS). The results for the second
monkey, A, are shown in Fig. 2, D and E, and those for the
thirdmonkey, F, are shown in Fig. 2,G andH. Grand averages
across all monkeys are shown in Fig. 2, J andK (METHODS).

In all monkeys, early microsaccadic inhibition occurred
equally robustly regardless of whether the stimulus was dif-
fuse or localized. That is, shortly after stimulus onset, there
was a robust decrease in microsaccade likelihood before a
subsequent rebound (compare colored to gray curves). The
similarity of such decrease between the two stimulus types
(localized versus diffuse) can be better appreciated by
inspecting Fig. 2, C, F, I, and L, in which we plotted the
microsaccade rate curves for the diffuse and localized flashes
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Figure 2. Microsaccade rate signatures with localized
and diffuse visual stimuli. A: microsaccade rate in
monkey M when a white localized flash appeared to
the right or left of central fixation. The gray curve
shows control microsaccade rate from trials in which
the flash was absent. Relative to baseline control
rates, microsaccade rate after flash onset decreased
rapidly before rebounding. The rebound rate was
higher than the control rate. At even longer intervals,
microsaccade rate decreased again. Error bars
denote SE bounds around each curve (METHODS). The
red and blue labels on the x-axis indicate positive
(red) and negative (blue) significant clusters for the dif-
ference between conditions (flash minus control)
(METHODS). B: same data but when a full-screen flash
was used. The early inhibition was similar to A, but the
rebound was weaker. C: microsaccadic rate signa-
tures from A and B plotted together for easier com-
parison. Significance clusters on the x-axis now
indicate whether the localized flash curve was higher
(red) or lower (blue) than the full-screen flash curve.
Significance in this case (i.e. the time points indicated
on the x-axis) indicates that the two curves were dif-
ferent in absolute value regardless of the sign of the
difference (METHODS). D–F: same as A–C, but with
monkey A data. Similar conclusions could be reached.
G–I: same as A–C but for monkey F data. J–L: same
as A–C but for the grand average data combining tri-
als from all three monkeys together (note that in this
and all other figures, we do not show statistics for
grand average data, since statistics were performed
on a per-monkey basis; METHODS). Microsaccadic inhi-
bition was similar for localized and diffuse flashes, but
microsaccadic rebound was different.
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together. As can be seen, onlymonkey F consistently showed
earlier and stronger microsaccadic inhibition for the diffuse
flashes relative to the localized flashes, which could be due
to the larger display size used for this particular monkey
(METHODS). In the other two monkeys, and in the grand aver-
age, microsaccadic inhibition was highly similar for the dif-
fuse and localized flashes.

Statistically, decreases in microsaccade rate started as
early as 75–90ms after stimulus onset in the localized white-
flash condition in all monkeys. For monkeys M and A, inhi-
bition (relative to control) started at 75ms, and for monkey
F, the value was 90ms (P = 0 for all monkeys). With the dif-
fuse flashes, inhibition started at 75ms for all monkeys (P = 0
for all monkeys). These values were assessed using cluster-
based permutation tests comparing the control condition to
either the localized or diffuse flash conditions (METHODS). We
also used similar cluster-based permutation tests to investi-
gate the difference in timing between inhibition onset for
the localized and diffuse flashes (METHODS). As stated above,
in monkey F, there was a difference in rate starting at 75ms
(P = 0), suggesting that inhibition in this monkey started ear-
lier for diffuse than localized flashes (Fig. 2I). This was not
the case in the other twomonkeys (Fig. 2, C and F), for which
a smaller and slightly dimmer display was used.

Similar observations could also be made for black local-
ized and diffuse flashes. For monkey F, there was still a rate
difference between the localized and diffuse conditions
starting at 70ms after stimulus onset (P = 0), consistent with
a slightly later inhibition for the localized flashes (exactly
like this monkey showed with white stimuli in Fig. 2I). In all
monkeys, the time to peak inhibition was also highly similar
between localized and diffuse flashes, whether they were
white or black; the only statistically significant effect was a
10ms difference in the time of peak inhibition in monkey F
with white flashes (localized earlier than diffuse; P = 0.038).

In terms of the strength of microsaccadic inhibition, we
measured microsaccade rate at the minimum after stimulus
onset in the different conditions. As stated above, and as can
also be seen from Fig. 2, only monkey F showed a stronger
inhibition for diffuse versus localized flash conditions, both
for white (P = 0.001) and black (P = 0.041) conditions. Again,
this might reflect the larger and higher dynamic range in the
display device that was used for this monkey (METHODS). A
small opposite effect was observed in monkey M but only
with black flashes (P = 0.022).

Therefore, to summarize the results so far, microsaccadic
inhibition was largely similar with diffuse and localized vis-
ual stimuli. This adds to our earlier observations that even a
simple luminance transient on the fixation spot itself is suffi-
cient to induce strongmicrosaccadic inhibition (3).

After the microsaccadic inhibition phase, there was a very
clear difference in the rebound phase of the microsaccadic
rate signature between the localized and diffuse flashes. In
Fig. 2, B, E, H, and K, it can be seen that with full-screen
flashes, postinhibition microsaccade rate largely just
returned to the baseline control rate without as clear a
“rebound” as in the case of the localized flashes (also seen
clearly in Fig. 2, C, F, I, and L). Targeted permutation tests
revealed no difference in peak microsaccade rate (relative to
control) in a predefined rebound interval (METHODS) in mon-
keys A and F (P = 0.256 and 0.101, respectively), and there

was a moderate rebound effect in monkey M (peak rate
difference=0.719 microsaccades/s, P = 0; permutation test).
This is quite different from how microsaccade rate
rebounded in a stronger fashion after the inhibition that was
caused by localized flashes (Fig. 2, A, D, G, and J); peak rate
was almost two times the baseline control rate inmonkeys M
and F (peak rate difference=2.196 and 2.069 microsaccades/
s for M and F, respectively, P = 0; permutation test) and �1.3
times the baseline control rate in monkey A (mean peak rate
difference=0.609 microsaccades/s, P = 0.033; permutation
test).

We also statistically compared the rate curves obtained
with diffuse and localized flashes with each other by plotting
them together (Fig. 2, C, F, and I). Cluster-based permutation
tests revealed a significant difference between conditions in
the rebound phase for all monkeys (starting at 165ms and
175ms after stimulus onset for monkeys M and A, respec-
tively; P = 0; for monkey F, we did not search for a time since
rate was different also early on during inhibition, as seen in
Fig. 2I). As can be seen from Fig. 2, C, F, I, and L, peakmicro-
saccade rate after the inhibition phase with localized flashes
was more than 1.3 times stronger than peak microsaccade
rate after the inhibition phase with diffuse flashes in all
monkeys. We quantified these effects by running permuta-
tion tests on the peak rate values and their latencies. Inmon-
key M, the mean peak rate difference between localized and
diffuse flashes was 1.478 microsaccades/s (P = 0), and the la-
tency difference was �20ms (P = 0.005). These values were
0.522 microsaccades/s (P = 0.034) and �60ms (P = 0.001),
respectively, for monkey A. For monkey F, the peak rate dif-
ference was 1.464 microsaccades/s (P = 0), but the latency
difference was not significant (P = 0.062).

With black flashes, similar conclusions could also be
reached concerning the postinhibition rebound phase with
diffuse versus localized flashes. In this case, significant dif-
ferences between diffuse and localized conditions in the
postinhibition period emerged 165ms after stimulus onset
for bothmonkeys M and A (as with white flashes, the statisti-
cal start of the rebound phase could not be determined in
monkey F due to significantly weaker inhibition caused by
localized flashes). Moreover, once again, with localized
flashes, microsaccade rate reached its peak earlier in mon-
keys M and F (latency difference = �45ms, P = 0 for monkey
M and latency difference = �25ms, P = 0.017 for monkey F;
permutation tests) and rose higher in monkeys M and A
(mean peak rate difference=2.696 microsaccades/s, P = 0 for
monkey M and mean peak rate difference= 1.838 microsac-
cades/s, P = 0 for monkey A; permutation tests) than with
diffuse stimuli; similar trends in themean peak rate for mon-
key F (P = 0.41) and the mean peak latency for monkey A (P =
0.143) existed.

To further clarify whether the weaker postinhibition
microsaccadic rebound with diffuse flashes depended on
stimulus polarity, we next plotted the white and black dif-
fuse flash curves together (Fig. 3). In the rebound phase,
each monkey showed different effects from the others.
Monkey F showed a stronger rebound for black diffuse
flashes (P = 0; cluster-based permutation test), whereas mon-
key A showed the opposite effect (P = 0.014). Monkey M, in
turn, showed no difference between white and black diffuse
flashes. All statistical comparisons are highlighted in Fig. 3.
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Therefore, the above results, so far, suggest that diffuse
visual stimuli are as effective as localized visual stimuli in
causing robust microsaccadic inhibition in rhesus macaque
monkeys (Figs. 1 and 2). However, postinhibition microsac-
cade rates can be lower with diffuse stimuli (Fig. 2).
Moreover, these effects with diffuse stimuli are largely inde-
pendent of stimulus polarity (Fig. 3), with particularly idio-
syncratic differences between the different monkeys in the
postinhibition rebound phase of the microsaccadic rate sig-
nature. This suggests that this rebound phase may be neuro-
physiologically distinct from the early inhibition phase,
consistent with (7); see DISCUSSION.

Black Localized Flashes have Stronger “Cueing Effects”
than White Localized Flashes

With localized flashes, we saw in Fig. 2 that the microsac-
cadic rate signature looked more similar to classic literature
descriptions. That is, there was a strong postinhibition
rebound in microsaccade rate, reaching levels significantly
higher than baseline microsaccade-rate during steady-state
fixation. We next wondered whether this was additionally
influenced by stimulus polarity. Unlike in Fig. 3 for the case
of diffuse flashes, there was indeed a consistent effect of
black localized flashes on the microsaccadic rate signature

across all three monkeys. This effect can be seen in Fig. 4;
black localized flashes were particularly effective in modu-
lating the postinhibition rebound phase of themicrosaccadic
rate signature, as was also confirmed by cluster-based per-
mutation tests (the red horizontal bars on the x-axes in Fig. 4
indicating the regions of significantly stronger rebound im-
mediately after the inhibition with black flashes; P < 0.015
for all monkeys). These postinhibition rebound observations
cannot be explained by stimulus contrast alone, because the
contrast of the black flash relative to the background lumi-
nance was lower than the contrast of the white flash relative
to the background luminance (METHODS). In terms of the ini-
tial microsaccadic inhibition phase, neither cluster-based
permutation tests nor targeted permutation tests revealed
significant differences in microsaccade rate in all three mon-
keys. Thus, with localized flashes, stimulus polarity had the
largest effect on the rebound phase of the overall microsac-
cadic rate signature.

That said, because localized visual stimuli have a direc-
tional component associated with them, they resemble
“cues” in classic attentional cueing tasks. Past work has
shown how such cues, even when behaviorally irrelevant
(3, 5), are associated with very systematic directional
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Figure 3.Microsaccade rate signatures with black and white diffuse visual
stimuli. For each monkey, we plotted microsaccade rates from Fig. 2, this
time directly comparing black vs. white full-screen flashes. In all but mon-
key M (red horizontal bar in A), there were no significant differences
between black and white diffuse flashes in terms of initial microsaccadic
inhibition. For subsequent microsaccadic rebound phases, the monkeys
differed in their effects. Colored intervals on the x-axes delineate signifi-
cant intervals of negative or positive mean differences between microsac-
cade rates in the black and white conditions (obtained with one-sided
cluster-based permutation tests). All other conventions are similar to Fig.
2. In D, we show the grand average data after pooling all monkeys to-
gether (METHODS). Microsaccadic inhibition was highly similar between
black and white diffuse flashes, but the rebound showed differential
effects based on the idiosyncratic effects in A–C.
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Figure 4.Microsaccade rate signatures with black and white localized vis-
ual stimuli. For each monkey, we plotted microsaccade rates comparing
black vs. white localized flashes, and we performed their time-course anal-
yses with the cluster-based permutation tests described in METHODS. The
red and blue labels on the x-axes indicate significant intervals of positive
and negative mean differences, respectively, between microsaccade
rates in the black and white localized flash conditions, obtained with a crit-
ical a level of 0.05 (i.e., one-sided tests; METHODS). In all monkeys, the im-
mediate postinhibition microsaccadic rebound stage of the rate signature
was significantly stronger with black than white localized flashes (first red
horizontal bar after each inhibition phase). This is different from the effects
of stimulus polarity that we saw with diffuse flashes (Fig. 3). All other con-
ventions are similar to Fig. 2. InD, we show the grand average results after
pooling data from all monkeys together (METHODS). Microsaccadic inhibi-
tion was similar for black vs. white localized flashes. However, microsacca-
dic rebound was consistently stronger for black flashes (A–C).
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modulations of microsaccades when they appear under
steady-state fixation conditions. When viewed from the per-
spective of the microsaccadic rate signature, these direction
modulations consist of two primary effects: 1) a later inhibi-
tion of microsaccades that are congruent (in their direction)
with stimulus location when compared with the inhibition
time of microsaccades that are incongruent with stimulus
location; and 2) a stronger and earlier postinhibition rebound
formicrosaccades that are incongruent with stimulus location
than for congruent microsaccades (1, 5, 6, 9, 24). In other
words, microsaccades that do occur early after stimulus onset
tend to be strongly biased towards the stimulus location, and
microsaccades occurring late after stimulus onset tend to be
biased in the opposite direction, and this is believed to reflect
an interaction between ongoing microsaccade motor com-
mands and visual bursts associated with stimulus onsets (3,
5). When we analyzedmicrosaccadic rate signatures for differ-
ent microsaccade directions in our localized flash conditions,
we confirmed these expected results; most interestingly, black
stimuli amplified the timing differences in early microsacca-
dic inhibition between congruent and incongruent move-
ments, whereas the stimulus polarity effects on post-
inhibition microsaccadic rebound effects (when separated by
movement direction) weremore variable.

Specifically, in Fig. 5, we plotted the rate of congruent and
incongruent microsaccades separately. Congruent micro-

saccades were defined as those with directions towards the
stimulus hemifield, and incongruent ones were defined as
those opposite the stimulus hemifield (METHODS). As can be
seen, congruent microsaccades were indeed harder to inhibit
than incongruent microsaccades in all three monkeys, sug-
gesting that in these early times after stimulus onset, if a
microsaccade were to occur, it was more likely to be directed
towards the flash location (3, 5, 9, 24). We confirmed that this
early inhibition effect was consistent in all three monkeys by
performing targeted permutation tests on the time to peak in-
hibition (METHODS): all three monkeys showed statistically sig-
nificant earlier inhibition of incongruent microsaccades than
congruent microsaccades, and this was also true for either
black or white flashes (P < 0.031 across all relevant compari-
sons between congruent and incongruent microsaccadic inhi-
bition onsets in each individual monkey and each individual
stimulus polarity). This observation is evident in Fig. 5 as an
earlier reduction in microsaccade rate for all incongruent
curves when compared with all corresponding congruent rate
curves. Note that the figure also shows the results of the clus-
ter-based measurements on the x-axes, for consistency with
all other figures, but the timing of inhibition as a function of
microsaccade direction is what is relevant here. Interestingly,
this early “cueing” effect in the microsaccadic rate signature
(i.e., during the early inhibition phase) was clearly stronger
with black than white stimuli. This can be seen by the larger
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Figure 5.Microsaccade rate signatures with black and white localized visual stimuli when separated based on microsaccade direction. A: microsaccade
rate in monkey M computed separately for congruent and incongruent microsaccades. Congruent microsaccades were defined as those movements
directed toward the flash location, and incongruent microsaccades were defined as the microsaccades directed opposite the flash location (METHODS).
This panel shows results with a black flash. Consistent with earlier results, congruent microsaccades were harder to inhibit than incongruent microsac-
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tional differences associated with microsaccadic inhibition were weaker with white flashes (D) but amplified with black flashes (C). Rebound effects were
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Postinhibition rebounds were once again variable in relation to the other two animals. All other conventions are similar to Fig. 2. Red and blue bars on x-
axes show significant clusters of positive (red) and negative (blue) mean differences at the critical a level of 0.05 (METHODS). G and H: results from the
grand average population pooling data from all three monkeys together (METHODS). The difference between congruent and incongruent curves in the
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difference between congruent and incongruent curves in all
three monkeys for black stimuli when compared with white
ones (in the early inhibition phase; also see Fig. 6 below).
Therefore, even though the overall microsaccadic rate signa-
ture did not reveal strong differences in the initial microsacca-
dic inhibition phase between black and white flashes (Fig. 4),
separating microsaccades by their congruency with stimulus
location did reveal stronger early “cueing effects” on the
movements with black stimuli.

In the postinhibition phase, the impact of stimulus polar-
ity was, on the other hand, variable across the monkeys.
Monkey M showed stronger incongruent microsaccade
rebound for black flashes (Fig. 5, A and B), but monkey F
showed stronger incongruent microsaccade rebound for
white flashes (Fig. 5, E and F). Monkey A showed nonsignifi-
cant trends consistent with monkey M (Fig. 5, C and D).
Therefore, once again, the postinhibition microsaccadic
rebound phase was the most variable among the monkeys in
terms of stimulus polarity and its relation to the directional
rate curves.

To summarize, black localized flashes were associated
with stronger microsaccadic rate modulations in all three
monkeys (Fig. 4), and there was also a directional compo-
nent associated with the dependence of the earliest poststi-
mulus microsaccades (during the early inhibition phase) on
stimulus polarity (Fig. 5). So-called early cueing effects on
microsaccades were, thus, stronger with black than white
localized flashes, particularly in the initial microsaccadic in-
hibition phase.

To further investigate this idea of stronger directional
effects with black stimuli in the early inhibition phase, we
next assessed microsaccade directions independently of
microsaccade rates. For each time bin relative to localized
flash onset time, we computed the fraction of microsaccades
that both occurred within this time bin and were also
congruent with flash location. This gave us a time course of

microsaccade directions relative to the flash location. We did
this separately for black and white flashes. These results are
shown in Fig. 6, in which we also superimposed histograms of
all microsaccade times in each flash condition to visually
relate themicrosaccade direction time courses with themicro-
saccadic rate signatures (the histograms in Fig. 6 are essen-
tially another way to visualize the same rate curves of
localized flashes in Figs. 1 and 2). As can be seen, in all three
monkeys, the likelihood of getting a microsaccade directed to-
ward the flash sharply increased after stimulus onset, peaking
at the time of maximal inhibition, which is consistent with
previous findings (3, 5, 9, 24, 53). In the postinhibition period,
this pattern started to reverse, again consistent with prior
results (3, 5, 9, 24), although the known postinhibition direc-
tion reversals were more variable across monkeys in the cur-
rent task of behaviorally irrelevant flashes (for example,
monkey A barely showed a bias for oppositely directed
microsaccades after the end of microsaccadic inhibition).
Nonetheless, all three monkeys showed an earlier and longer
lasting biasing of early microsaccades (during the microsacca-
dic inhibition phase) toward the flash locationwith black stim-
uli when comparedwith white ones, consistent with Fig. 5.

In monkey M, the black flashes were also associated with
more oppositemicrosaccades in the rate rebound phase after
microsaccadic inhibition when compared with the white
flashes, but this was the opposite in the case of monkey F
(and monkey A for a brief moment). This again demon-
strates that postinhibition microsaccades were most sus-
ceptible to interindividual differences in our task, in
which the stimulus onsets were completely irrelevant to
successful task performance.

DISCUSSION
We investigated the effects of stimulus polarity and size

on the microsaccadic rate signature after stimulus onsets.
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Figure 6. Distribution of microsaccade directions relative to
localized flash location for black and white flashes. The thick
curves with error bars show the time courses of fractions of
microsaccades directed toward the flash location under ei-
ther white or black localized flash conditions. The means
and their standard errors were computed using bootstrap-
ping with replacement. The histograms at the bottom of
each panel show in the corresponding color the frequency
of all microsaccades, regardless of their direction, that hap-
pened under the black and white localized flash conditions.
The histograms were normalized with respect to the number
of trials in a given condition; their scales are arbitrary with
respect to the y-axis but kept proportional to each other
within a given monkey. In all monkeys, the fraction of con-
gruent microsaccades increased during the inhibition phase
and started to decrease at the beginning of the rebound pe-
riod. In addition, all monkeys showed an earlier and more
sustained inhibition of incongruent microsaccades with
black stimuli (i.e. stronger directional modulation toward the
flash location). All other conventions are similar to Fig. 2. In
D, we show the grand average results when pooling across
monkeys. A clearly stronger cueing effect on microsaccade
directions with black localized flashes, when compared with
white ones, can be seen during the early inhibition phase of
the microsaccadic rate signature.
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We exploited the fact that even subtle and highly fleeting
flashes of only�7–8ms duration are sufficient to cause rapid
microsaccadic inhibition after their occurrence followed by
a rebound in microsaccade rate. We found that the inhibi-
tion was similar for small, localized flashes and large, diffuse
ones. However, the subsequent rebound was largely absent
and delayed with the latter flashes. In terms of stimulus po-
larity, we saw themost systematic differences between white
and black flashes in the localized flash conditions. For these
localized flash trials, black stimuli caused more substantial
changes in the microsaccadic rate signature overall than
white ones.

Our results can inform hypotheses about the neural mech-
anisms for microsaccadic and saccadic inhibition. In Hafed
and Ignashchenkova (5), we hypothesized that the rate sig-
nature reflects visual neural activity in oculomotor areas
such as, but not exclusively restricted to, the SC. We specifi-
cally hypothesized that the dissociation between rate and
direction effects (also present in our own data; e.g., Fig. 6)
might reflect spatial readout of SC visual activity for the
direction effects (3) but additional, and potentially different,
use of visual activity by the oculomotor system to inhibit sac-
cades for the rate effects (5). Consistent with this, in our cur-
rent experiments, the similarity that we observed for
microsaccadic inhibition between small and large stimuli
(Figs. 1 and 2) suggests that the early rate effect (i.e., micro-
saccadic inhibition) is an outcome of early sensory activity
that is not necessarily strictly spatial in organization. We
hypothesized earlier (5) that a candidate area for realizing
such rapid saccadic inhibition could be a late motor area
with access to early sensory information. Our ongoing
experiments (54), comparing V1, SC, and brainstem omni-
pause neurons (55–57), support the hypothesis that it is vis-
ual sensory responses by omnipause neurons that are most
likely to mediate saccadic inhibition. This would be consist-
ent with our present observations on similar inhibition
between small and large stimuli.

The difference in postinhibition microsaccadic rebound
that we observed between small and large stimuli is also con-
sistent with spatially organized maps for the spatial compo-
nents of saccadic inhibition (3, 5). Specifically, with localized
flashes, spatial readout of visual stimulus location, say in SC,
would cause direction oscillations of microsaccades (24). On
the other hand, diffuse stimuli centered on fixation would
activate symmetric populations of neurons simultaneously.
This might not “attract” early microsaccades in any one
direction and therefore alleviates the need for opposite
microsaccades to occur later in the postinhibition microsac-
cadic rebound phase. Thus, with diffuse and symmetric
flashes, early microsaccades near the inhibition phase would
not introduce large foveal eye position errors like might hap-
pen with small, localized peripheral cues. As a result, there
would be no need to trigger corrective microsaccades after
the inhibition. Indeed, in our earlier work, we showed that
shaping the landscape of peripheral visual activity in an ocu-
lomotor map, either with extended bars or with simultaneous
stimulus onsets at multiple locations, not only influences the
directions of early microsaccades, but also affects subsequent
postinhibition microsaccades, which become oppositely
directed from the earlier ones (5). Moreover, we later con-
firmed that eye position error was indeed an important factor

in whether microsaccades were triggered or not (9, 24).
Naturally, in behaviors such as reading, in which the subse-
quent forward saccade after any flash is a necessity imposed
by the behavioral task at hand, full-screen flashes would be
expected to exhibit some postinhibition rate rebound. This
was shown previously (19), although even in that study,
rebound rates were higher with localized flashes.

The aforementioned interpretations are also highly con-
sistent with mathematical models of fixational eye move-
ments that were recently proposed by Engbert et al. (28, 29)
and motivated by earlier studies of the dynamics of micro-
saccade rate and direction in a variety of attentional tasks (4,
6, 27). Specifically, thesemodels focused on two-dimensional
dynamics of fixational eye movements, including both inter-
microsaccadic ocular position drifts as well as microsaccades
themselves. According to these models, a self-avoiding ran-
dom walk process, governed by an oculomotor potential,
results in spatial and temporal dynamics of drift displace-
ments that are consistent with experimental observations
(29). On top of these displacements, microsaccades are trig-
geredwhen the eye deviates beyond a threshold in the oculo-
motor potential. Interestingly, to model the impacts of
sensory and attentional modulations on the microsaccadic
rate signature, Engbert et al. (28) also invoked a role for early
sensory signals to mediate microsaccadic inhibition, and, in
addition, a combination of delayed sensory signals and
attentional signals to mediate subsequent microsaccadic
rebound. These ideas are consistent with the hypothesis that
microsaccadic rebound is dissociable from early microsacca-
dic inhibition (7).

Indeed, it is intriguing that the largest effects of stimulus
polarity on overall microsaccade rate in our experiments
appeared on the postinhibition rebound phase after small,
localized flashes (Fig. 4). In our earlier models, we had mod-
eled postinhibition microsaccades as being driven with
greater “urgency” than baseline microsaccades (5, 24) as if
there is extra drive associated with them, needed to recover
from the disruptions caused by the stimulus onsets. Similarly,
in the Engbert models (28), oculomotor potential thresholds
were reduced, by a combination of sensory and attentional
signals, specifically for the rebound microsaccades. As men-
tioned in the Introduction, when we reversibly inactivated
FEF, we found that the greatest effects on the microsaccadic
rate signature were on postinhibition microsaccades (7), sug-
gesting that the extra drive might come from frontal cortical
areas. This might make sense in retrospect: although inhibi-
tionmay bemediated by rapid, reflexive responses of the ocu-
lomotor system to sensory stimulation, postinhibition eye
movements might reflect processes attempting to recover
from external disruptions to the ongoing oculomotor rhythm.
These processes likely involve additional drive from cortex, a
suggestion also made for large saccades (58). Our current
results of differential effects of black localized stimuli on post-
inhibition microsaccades add to the evidence that different
components of the microsaccadic rate signature (e.g., inhibi-
tion vs. rebound) are governed by distinct and dissociable
neural mechanisms.

From this perspective, it is worth observing that the larg-
est differences among the individual monkeys repeatedly
occurred in the rebound phase of the microsaccadic rate sig-
nature. Specifically, throughout our results, we highlighted
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cases in which the different individuals differed in their
effects. For example, monkey A did not show as clear a late
directional rebound effect like the other two monkeys when
we separated congruent and incongruent microsaccade
directions (Figs. 5 and 6). Similarly, monkey F had opposite
stimulus polarity effects in the rebound microsaccade direc-
tions when compared with monkey M (Fig. 6). Finally, the
three monkeys had either stronger or weaker or similar post-
microsaccadic rebound rate for black diffuse stimuli when
comparedwith white ones (Fig. 3). These individual differen-
ces were likely attributed in our case to the fact that the
flashes were completely behaviorally irrelevant. That is, if
postinhibition microsaccades are driven by top-down corti-
cal factors (7), then it may be expected that the lack of behav-
ioral relevance for the flashes in our experiments would be
associated with the largest interindividual differences.
Interestingly, despite such interindividual differences, we
think that simple parameter changes of existing models can
account for such differences. For example, using our earlier
models of the microsaccadic rate signature (5, 24), we could
show in Tian et al. (24) how a single model, and only simple
parameter changes, could account for often-large individual
differences among 22 different subjects performing a stand-
ard cueing task.

Concerning why or how stimulus polarity revealed the dif-
ferences described in this study, we think that lags between
black and white flashes during inhibition (e.g., Figs. 5 and 6)
might reflect the differences in time that it takes to propa-
gate visual information from the retina to other structures
for dark versus light stimuli. For example, it was shown that
darks propagate faster than lights to visual cortex due to
functional asymmetries in ON and OFF visual pathways (e.
g., in humans: 59; in cats: 45, 60, 61). It is interesting that
such asymmetry might differentially affect congruent and
incongruent microsaccades in the very early microsaccadic
inhibition phase, as we saw in Figs. 5 and 6 for all monkeys.
It is also interesting that for larger saccades during reading
(21), black flashes also seemed to cause stronger inhibition,
but the problem there was that their white flashes did not
occlude the black text; thus, their white flashes were likely
lower in contrast than their black flashes.

Regardless of the exact causes, our results on stimulus po-
larity might also be relevant for attention studies (62–64) as
microsaccades are often described as a biomarker for atten-
tional shifts (4, 6, 9, 24, 27, 53). For example, there appear to
be mixed results for cue luminance manipulations in cueing
paradigms. In these manipulations, varying the cue lumi-
nance energy is usually coupled with varying stimulus con-
trast relative to the background (e.g., 33, 65–67). Thus, dark
cues are necessarily perceptually degraded when compared
with bright cues, because of their reduced contrast. Our
results suggest that investigations of early facilitation and
subsequent inhibition of return effects in attentional cueing
paradigms can reveal interesting findings when taking stim-
ulus polarity into account.
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